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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 

15 years working as a facilitator, mediator and lawyer on complex resource issues involving 
communities and diverse interest groups, with a focus on collaborative approaches to 
managing natural resources, including public lands and water. Known for her ability to navigate 
complex technical and regulatory environments while helping stakeholders identify and 
understand their interests, reach broadly supported outcomes, and create foundations for 
long-term problem-solving and relationship-building, particularly with issues involving high 
emotions and historic tensions. 

EDUCATION 

2004 University of New Mexico School of Law Albuquerque, NM 
 J.D. Magna Cum Laude 

 
1994  University of Michigan     Ann Arbor, MI 

Bachelor of Arts, Graduated with High Honors 

 
1992  CDR Associates      Boulder, CO 

Professional Mediation Certificate 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 

American Bar Association Section of Environment, Energy and Resources ADR 
Year-in-Review, Current and Former Vice-Chair  

New Mexico Bar Association, Member 

Association for Conflict Resolution, Member 

LANGUAGE SKILLS 

Speaks fluent Spanish. 
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SELECT PROJECTS  

Collaborative Approaches to Water Resources Management in Western 
Communities 

Co-Facilitator, Yampa River Integrated Water Management Plan, Yampa-White-Green 
Basin Roundtable. Co-facilitated a scoping effort to clarify the purpose, need, and sideboards 
necessary to implement an Integrated Water Management Plan (IWMP) for the Yampa River, 
one of the few free-flowing rivers in the western U.S. Conducted an assessment with over 40 
municipal, agricultural, environmental, industrial, recreational and agency stakeholders. 
Convened a dialogue and scoping process to lay the groundwork for this ambitious planning 
and implementation effort. Facilitates the convening process for this ambitious effort 
throughout the Yampa River Basin. 

Facilitator, 2018 and 2020 Ogallala Aquifer Summits. Planned and facilitated a two-day 
summit in 2018 with over 400 water leaders, managers and producers from the eight western 
and midwestern states in the Ogallala/High Plains Aquifer Region to share groundwater 
management and policy best practices and identify collaborative water management 
opportunities. Through a dynamic mix of interactive stakeholder discussions, off-site field trips, 
and large group presentations, and based on a series of state papers leading up to the Summit, 
the event highlighted and catalyzed collective actions that focus on water conservation and 
efficiencies while sustaining the economic well being of agriculture-dependent communities in 
light of climate change, aquifer and water quality decline, and market/policy shifts. Currently 
working with the Ogallala Aquifer Project to design and facilitate the next Summit in 2020. 

Facilitator, Upper Roaring Fork Stream Management Plan (Colorado). Facilitated a 
consensus building process to provide recommendations to the City of Aspen and Pitkin 
County regarding river management alternatives to improve the health of the river. Conducted 
an assessment to understand key issues, opportunities and constraints, to help inform process 
design and approach in light of complex legal and policy dynamics potentially affecting future 
river operations. Worked with local governments, non-profit environmental and recreation 
groups, land and water management agencies, state regulators, and local economic 
development interests to understand community priorities, regulatory and legal issues and 
constraints, feasible management options, and trade-offs in river management scenarios, 
along with their land use implications.  

Mediator, Salton Sea Management Plan (California). Co-facilitates the stakeholder Advisory 
Committees working with the State of California to implement its 10-Year Management Plan 
and long-term planning goals to protect the Salton Sea. The process involves a complex set of 
legal and regulatory issues, stakeholder dynamics, air quality and habitat issues, and crisis-
level air quality and habitat issues. Conducted a stakeholder assessment to clarify, align and 
coordinate the work of the Committees in consulting with the State, as the State implements 
its collaborative planning effort amidst mounting urgency at both the local and state level. 

Assessment and Facilitation, City of Aspen Long-Range Water Supply Study (Colorado). 
Conducted assessment and process design for collaborative process to study future water 
supply and demand under a range of climate scenarios, in context of contentious litigation and 
planning challenges. Interviewed 35 stakeholders including federal, state and local land and 
water management agencies, conservation groups, regional water management entities, 
jurisdictions, local landowners, and many others. Produced report with findings and 
recommendations for collaborative planning process to begin June 2017. 
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Facilitator, Colorado Department of Transportation Storm Water Task Force. Co-facilitated 
statewide Task Force charged with developing consensus recommendations for new policies 
and procedures consistent with state and federal regulatory requirements. Worked with Task 
Force to anticipate, understand, and mediate areas of conflict among different regional and 
headquarters offices.  

Mediator/Facilitator, Upper Yampa Water Conservancy District (Colorado). Has worked 
with the District to facilitate multiple Board retreats and conduct a 2019 assessment to better 
understand stakeholder needs and priorities. To help implement the assessment findings, 
Ryan has facilitated a strategic planning effort among Board and staff and worked with the 
District to address stakeholder engagement issues. 

Facilitator, CWCB Statewide Water Supply Initiative Update (SWSI) Update. Provided 
facilitation support to the Colorado Water Conservation Board and other stakeholders to 
update the SWSI, a technical analysis of state water supply and demand forecasts, in support 
of Colorado’s newly drafted and first-ever Water Plan. The process involved a large technical 
team working with the State and stakeholders to identify Colorado’s current and future water 
needs, as well as potential approaches to meet those needs.  

Facilitator, Colorado River Water Conservation District Strategic Planning. Worked with 
staff and Board of Directors to refine the District’s strategic priorities for protecting, optimizing, 
and advocating for Colorado’s West Slope water. She worked closely with staff and Board 
members from 15 diverse counties to develop a plan for the District that would address the 
often competing interests in conserving, developing and advocating for water in Western 
Colorado. Through individual interviews and a two-day workshop, she worked with the Board to 
understand the needs of each sub-basin while aligning its vision and priorities for the basin as a 
whole. 

Community Engagement and Facilitation, Boulder County Watershed Restoration and 
Roadway Design (Colorado). Designed and co-facilitated numerous community and small-
group meetings as part of Boulder County’s long-term roadway repairs and stream restoration 
efforts in the mountain canyons after the massive 2013 floods. The process has been designed 
to share information and solicit input from residents on technical engineering plans and 
designs for road repair and stream restoration, as well as to engage residents more broadly in 
the rebuilding process. This has involved managing high emotions, significant frustrations, and 
conflict between residents and the County.  

Facilitation of Water Resources Plan Workshop, Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California. Co-facilitated public, controversial workshop process for largest supplier of treated 
water in the U.S. involving over 600 participants to share information, receive input and 
discuss strategies related to the District’s updated Integrated Water Resources Plan (IRP). 
Participants included member agencies and jurisdictions, elected officials, water managers, 
non-governmental organizations, private industry representatives, activists, academics, and 
other concerned citizens. Process underscored the tension of soliciting meaningful input in a 
planning process that involves technical science and policy issues, significant conflict, a severe 
drought, and resources central to millions of people’s lives.  

Facilitation, Poudre River Collaborative Management and River Health Assessment 
Framework (Colorado). Facilitated the interdepartmental development of a River Health 
Assessment Framework for the Cache la Poudre River, following related effort to build the 
City’s internal collaboration and alignment in managing the River. Worked with staff from 
different departments to integrate their significant water supply, flood protection and river 
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health priorities. Designed and facilitated an internal assessment process resulting in a one-
day working session with 20 water engineers, attorneys, scientists and other senior staff. Staff 
identified and agreed upon guiding principles, relative priorities and next steps, including 
interdepartmental strategies for integrating water supply projects, storm-water management, 
and river health initiatives. 

Watershed Master Planning Facilitation, Colorado Water Conservation Board, Boulder 
County and Left Hand Watershed Coalition. Served as lead facilitator for a Coalition tasked 
with developing a master plan for the Left Hand Creek watershed in the wake of the massive 
2013 Colorado floods. Managed and facilitated the oversight and collaborative problem-solving 
work of the Coalition, made up of 25 jurisdictions, organizations, and state, federal and local 
agencies, over an intensive, 5-month period. In close coordination with a technical team of 
scientists and engineers, planned and facilitated the public engagement process for hundreds 
of private and institutional stakeholders to provide input and buy-in into the watershed master 
plan, which included managing intense emotions, relationships and post-flood trauma. 
Working closely with a different engineering team and project partners, co-facilitated a 
concurrent effort to develop a Four Mile Canyon Watershed Master Plan.  

Assessment and Facilitation, Colorado Energy Office Produced Water Policy Dialogue. Lead 
a facilitation team for a broad based, multi-stakeholder effort to identify interests and barriers 
to the complex policy issue of re-using produced water from oil and gas operations. 
Interviewed nearly 30 stakeholders and designed and co-facilitated a one-day dialogue with 65 
stakeholders from throughout Colorado, including energy companies, state regulators, federal 
agencies, NGOs, attorneys, counties and others. The dialogue focused on potential 
opportunities, key challenges, and next steps for exploring the re-use of produced water. Co-
drafted a white paper for the Energy Office to frame the issues and recommend next steps to 
lawmakers, industry groups, NGOs, and educational and policy institutions. 

Facilitator/Mediator, Lowry Landfill Superfund Site (Colorado). Facilitates the Community 
Advisory Group (CAG) to provide input to the Environmental Protection Agency and Colorado 
Health and Environment Department in overseeing the Superfund Site. Mediates discussions 
and problem-solving within and among the federal and state government agencies, community 
stakeholders, local jurisdictions, and the Potentially Responsible Parties (PRPs) to support the 
collaborative process and ensure the CAG is a productive stakeholder forum for addressing 
current and future issues involving the Superfund site. 

Mediation of Community Water Dispute (Douglas County, CO). Mediated large community 
dispute on Colorado’s Front Range regarding the future of a long-standing water system in a 
large, unincorporated area of the County. The effort involved gathering and synthesizing 
information from a diverse array of State, County and private sources, building dialogue and 
identifying common interests among the many diverse stakeholders, identifying and evaluating 
options, and working to develop a plan for a future water supply system. 

Water Savings in Performance Contracting, Western States Peer-to-Peer Exchange. 
Helped design and facilitated a series of meetings for Western Resource Advocates and the 
State Energy Offices of Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico and Arizona to develop strategies to 
accelerate water savings measures in state performance contracting in the Colorado River 
Basin states. The exchange resulted in identification of key gaps the states wish to address and 
priority next steps, including collaborating with water resources partners, developing best 
practices guidelines, potential state-level policy changes, and identifying potential funding 
sources. 
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Facilitation, Environmental Protection Agency Urban Waters Partnership Program (New 
Mexico). Facilitated meetings in Albuquerque, New Mexico to help build collaboration and 
communication between federal agencies administering programs in the Middle Rio Grande 
corridor and members and leaders of low-income communities and Tribes directly impacted 
by the projects. Among other outcomes, the meetings addressed specific barriers to robust 
public participation in the NEPA process for each project and resulted in development of a 
strategic outreach plan for agencies working in Albuquerque’s South Valley communities on 
issues of environmental justice.  

Collaborative Approaches to Land Management, Land Use and Energy Development 

Facilitator/Mediator, BLM Travel Management Planning, Southwest Colorado. Provides 
facilitation for a pre-NEPA planning effort to better understand whether and how planning for a 
remote system of BLM trails and roads can support regional economic development and 
recreational goals in Dolores, San Miguel, and Montrose counties, in an area transitioning off 
coal and uranium mining. Conducting a situation assessment based on stakeholder interviews, 
to be followed by a series of facilitated community meetings and a plan for engaging 
stakeholders throughout the region. 

Facilitation of Browns Canyon National Monument (BCNM) Planning Assessment Process 
(Colorado). Co-facilitated a stakeholder assessment process for the BLM and U.S. Forest 
Service, which are jointly charged with managing BCNM in southern Colorado. The process 
involved designing and facilitating in-person listening sessions, stakeholder interviews, and an 
overall stakeholder assessment to inventory human views and values regarding the area. 
Project culminated with a Social Landscape Assessment to guide future NEPA scoping and 
planning for BCNM. 

Facilitator, City of Boulder Open Space and Mountain Parks Community Engagement 
Framework. Leads a multi-disciplinary team providing facilitation, interpretive planning and 
graphic design, and landscape architecture to help the City develop a comprehensive 
framework to guide future planning efforts for engaging community members on the City’s 
45,000 acres of public land. Provides facilitation to the team and the City in developing first-
ever planning tool, which will guide decision-making regarding services, programs, associated 
infrastructure and media for engaging community members based on type of geographic area 
and function.  

Facilitator, Assessment of Colorado Oil and Gas Community Agreements. Served as lead 
facilitator for a stakeholder-focused effort to assess the effectiveness of MOUs as a tool for 
addressing development disputes related to oil and gas in Colorado, with a focus on air and 
water quality issues and BMPs. The effort involved a series of stakeholder interviews and a 
white paper, as well as a searchable repository of MOUs negotiated between oil and gas 
producers and Colorado communities. The process focused on challenges, opportunities and 
lessons from communities, regulators, industry and others in using MOUs and similar 
instruments to address impacts of oil and gas development near and around communities. It 
resulted in a white paper published in September 2016.  

Facilitation of Oil and Gas Regulatory Review Process (Thornton, CO). Co-facilitated a 
process to gather public input on the City’s proposed draft ordinance to regulate oil and gas 
development, including detailed new areas of air and water quality regulations. The process 
focused on designing and facilitating a community meeting to provide information, respond to 
concerns, and solicit input from residents, conservation groups, oil and gas companies, 
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attorneys, state regulators and others concerning the current draft of this proposed and highly 
controversial ordinance.  

Mediation of Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forest Forsythe II Objection Resolution 
Process (Colorado). Mediated process involving controversial Environmental Assessment 
and Draft Decision Notice involving 30 objections from individuals, groups and agencies, 
regarding controversial forest plan and its implementation in the wake of significant floods and 
wildfires. Conducted interviews, worked with National Forest staff to design and structure the 
process, and facilitated problem-solving discussions between objectors and the National 
Forest. 

Facilitator, Earth Day 50 Challenge (Future 500, Dallas Texas). Provided facilitation for 2017 
Earth Day Challenge, bringing together nearly one hundred corporate, environmental, and 
philanthropic leaders in an unprecedented national collaboration to protect the world’s oceans, 
forests, and climate. Helped design the breakout group process and provided facilitation to the 
Forests Work Group, with the challenging goal of driving concrete, measurable, market-based 
collaborative action, with a focus on global supply chains, to protect forests by April 2020, the 
50th anniversary of Earth Day.  

Facilitator, Public Lands Summit (The North Face, California). Facilitated a public lands 
strategic planning process of outdoor industry leaders, industry associations, and national 
NGOs to collaborate on 2017 public lands education and outreach campaigns with a focus on 
national monuments. Worked with leadership team to plan and facilitate the summit with a 
focus on identifying collective impact priorities and clear next steps.   

Dispute Resolution Training and Collaborative Process Design, Tonto National Forest 
(Arizona). Worked with National Forest leadership to design and lead training program for 
nearly 30 National Forest staff to facilitate community engagement and stakeholder 
consensus decision-making processes around lands management issues ranging from off-
road vehicle use to trail designations, mining interests, and others.  

Facilitation, Western Governors Association Species Conservation and Endangered 
Species Act Initiative. Facilitated lively WGA workshops involving stakeholders around the 
West to share best practices and engage in robust conversations regarding species 
conservation and the ESA. Facilitated and documented small-group discussions regarding 
legal and policy issues, challenges, and potential opportunities concerning ESA administration 
and policy. Resulted in white paper available on WGA website. 

Facilitation of Bureau of Land Management Listening 2.0 Workshops. Helped facilitate a 
series of BLM Planning 2.0 listening sessions, as part of an effort to make BLM planning and 
land use decisions more efficient, adaptive, and transparent. The sessions included key 
stakeholders including local and state government, sports and recreation, ranching and 
conservation. Facilitated small group discussions in the Denver meeting and coached and 
prepared facilitators for the Denver and Sacramento, CA meetings. Produced a report from the 
session for the BLM and the public. 

Community Facilitation, Training, and Legal Support, New Mexico Acequia Association and 
Land Grant Consejo (NM). Over course of many years, helped facilitated strategy meetings 
among hispano ranchers and farmers, legislators, environmentalists, academics, Forest 
Service, state agencies and other stakeholders to find common approaches to state and 
federal land-reform, water allocation and water planning. Provided written legal analysis 
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regarding a variety of relevant issues, including federal public land issues, water rights, land 
use, stewardship, zoning, land recovery and land swaps, liability, ownership and easements.  

Community Land Use, Water Rights and Dispute Resolution Training, Colorado Open 
Lands. As part of an effort to protect traditional land uses in the San Luis Valley, provided 
training, strategic planning and facilitation for irrigators, leaders and agencies within an 
evolving legal context and increasing demand for water rights. Consulted with Colorado Open 
Lands and its partners, the Getches-Wilkinson Center for Natural Resources, Energy, and the 
Environment, and Sangre de Cristo Acequia Association, to develop project goals and 
strengthen community engagement and conflict resolution strategies.  

Strengthening Collaborative Capacity, Strategic Planning, and Organizational 
Systems 

Facilitator, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Lowry Landfill Superfund Site. Designed 
and led an internal retreat for this large team to develop its capacity to collaboratively resolve 
challenging, highly technical, legally complex, and emotionally charged disputes related to the 
Site, both internally and with partner agencies and community stakeholders.  

Facilitator, Danone North America. Co-facilitated workshops to integrate and align the 
company’s B Corp commitments with the day to day work of its teams. The effort included 
identifying key issues, areas of challenge and opportunity, and next steps for balancing the 
company’s financial, social and environmental responsibilities as the world’s largest Certified B 
(public benefit) Corporation. 

Mediator, Inter-American Development Bank. For several years, has provided consultation 
and mediation to the IDB Office of Mediation in Washington, D.C. on employment and policy 
matters. Works closely with aggrieved parties, management, and legal counsel to understand 
parties’ issues and concerns, facilitate face-to-face dialogue and problem-solving, and develop 
mutually beneficial outcomes. 

Facilitation and Strategic Planning, Boulder County Partnering Workshops (Colorado). For 
multiple efforts, co-facilitated partnering workshops for the County. Brought together several 
firms, emergency response organizations, and over 40 other participants working on 
complicated stream restoration and road repair projects involving a highly sensitized 
community in the wake of several natural disasters. Helped diverse partners develop Operating 
Agreements with clear roles and responsibilities, streamlined communication and 
coordination, dispute resolution and escalation procedures, stakeholder outreach procedures, 
and other operating norms for the multi-year partnerships.  

University of Colorado (confidential department). Designed and facilitated strategic planning 
retreat for staff in Denver and Washington, D.C. to manage a structural change process while 
enhancing the programmatic work of a decentralized team. Conducted interviews, designed 
workshop, and facilitated a day-long retreat with Denver and D.C. staff to address key issues, 
discuss strategy, and agree on next steps to strengthen the cohesion, direction and strategic 
effectiveness of the team. 

University of Wyoming College of Engineering and Applied Sciences. Co-facilitated and 
designed a first-of-its kind strategic planning process for the College, as part of the Governor’s 
‘Tier 1’ Initiative and Task Force on Energy, Engineering, and STEM Integration. Included key 
college leaders – the Dean, associate deans, department heads, President’s Office and School 
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of Energy Resources – and resulted in an overarching interdepartmental agreement and clear 
next steps toward a strategic plan for the College. 

Colorado 12th Judicial District and Joint Interagency Oversight Group. Led day-long training 
and engagement process with judges, attorneys and service providers on improving 
collaboration and trauma-informed care in dependency court in Colorado’s rural, low-income 
San Luis Valley. Helped design workshop and facilitated discussions throughout the day 
regarding local structural and cultural challenges, unique opportunities, and potential next 
steps for developing collaboration among institutional stakeholders, attorneys and service 
providers. 

Conflict Resolution Experience in International Resource Conflicts 

IPIECA (Global Oil and Gas Industry Association for Environmental and Social Issues) 
Grievance System and Training Design. Helped analyze and develop model grievance 
mechanisms and training tools for the extractive industries sector, reflecting international 
human rights standards and evolving best practices. Analyzed, helped design, and helped 
companies evaluate and learn from grievance systems, internal and community engagement 
approaches, and conflict resolution strategies for addressing significant and contentious 
environmental and social impacts of development projects, consistent with international 
standards and best practices, including duties to native communities.  

International Lending Institution (confidential). Helped to analyze and respond to 
environmental, resource, and social complaints raised by affected communities from 
international development projects. Researched and assessed community-company conflicts; 
helped design collaborative, community-based problem-solving approaches involving 
company and community representatives. 

Mediation, Collaborative Problem Solving, and Facilitation Training  

Ms. Golten has provided extensive training to public and private sector groups and individuals. 
Her experience as a trainer includes the following areas and programs: 

• Mediation Training, including 5-Day Mediation Skills Training Seminars   
• Facilitation Training, Including Design and Facilitation of Environmental/Public 

Policy Processes  
• Conflict Management, Collaborative Problem-Solving, Communication and 

Leadership Skills 
• Consensus Building for Natural Resources Conflicts  


